GS Members and Supporters Survey- THE OUTDOORS
http://gsmembersupportersurvey.weebly.com/

OTHER RESPONSES to the question: “For a one-night stay at your local Girl Scout
camp, what is the average cost of accommodation for your troop?”
Multiple responses…
 $150+ (5 responses)
 $150 - $200
 $200 (2 responses)
 $200+ (4 responses)
 $250 (2 responses)
 $250/nt for cabin (only option)
 250+
 ~$300
 >$300 because we host camps for a lot of girls and need the space
 $300 - $500 or more
 $500 (2 responses)
 $500 per weekend (3 responses)
 $500 for weekend cabin (2 responses)
 $ 500 for a lodge, sleeps 32
 $500/house , 30 beds
 I don’t know/unsure (75 responses)
Per person rates…
 $5.00 per person plus building fee
 $10 per girl (2 responses)
 $20/person for the weekend (2 adults + 10 girls = $240) - this is for just the camp use
(not food, program, etc.)
 About $25 per girl
 $35 per person per night, 10 person minimum cost!!
 An average of $40 per girl.
 $50-$75 per Girl Scout including adults
 $45-135 per person for weekend
 $60.00 per girl per night. I have 17 girls
 $80.00 per 6 persons
 Getaway is $35/person traditional camp is $12/ person
 It is based per person



We only camp when there is a single per-person charge for everything, which is $50-70
for a weekend (2nights, all meals, and program fees).

Varies…
 $10 - 165 for the day camp, $50 to 1,075 for main camp depending on use of part or
whole camp
 $250 Jun-Aug (includes one activity) and $65-$140 for fall/winter depending on building
 $40 Campsites $70 Heated Lodge
 $65-$150
 $80 for one camp, $25 for the other
 $11- $120
 $155- $225
 $45.00 - $100.00
 Cabin rental is $200 for one night or $300 for two nights. $22 for one days food service
or $35 for 2 days of food service
 Options start at 40 and go up to $120
 Under $25 for platform unit; $25-$50 for building
 4 to a tent, tents rent for $10 per night.
Depends…
 Depend on which camp you go to and the type of am entities the camp offers.
 Depends - camp site is $40 for tents, building with heat and electricity can be $75-150
depending on size.
 Depends if it is a primitive, permanent, or building
 depends on type of accommodation & # of girls
 Depends on the sight and there is no one night camping you have to pay for the whole
weekend and hope to find someone to come in the night you're not there.
 Depends on type of accommodations
 Depends on which of the 3 camps we chose. The cheapest camp is 45 min away but we
chose to drive further for more opportunities at the other camp which then cost is more
in gas
 Depends, cabins are about $200 while platform tents are about $50
 Depends. Cost per unit or building range from $10 a night for platform tent unit to $7580 a night for lodges.
 Depends. Get charged extra for out of council camping.
 It depends if it is an indoor unit or an outdoor unit and how many people it sleeps.
GSWW only rents weekends not daily rates averages $100.00 for the weekend
 It depends on the lodge or tent unit we use. The tent units are fairly cheap at maybe $30
and larger buildings are $120. The rates are reasonable for what we get.



It depends, but is almost always too expensive OR if it is cheaper it is on a Friday and not
easily attended for working leaders.

Other…
 Affordable
 In the past our Daisy troop had to pay for parents to join GS since we couldn't camp
without parents, VERY costly.
 It is done by weekend. Outdoor $150 indoor $215
 N/A
 Not sure since we split with several other troops.
 Not sure. We usually camp for 2 nights and it's over $200 for part of a unit.
 2 nights is the booking, whether or not a troop stays 1 night or 2
 Or higher depending on the availability of the sites.
 Our troop typically does not camp at GS properties when troop camping
 Summer resident camp only
 The local one (1 1/2-2 hrs away) doesn't offer this option. :-(
 This is not an option in our council....2 nights with food and program $125
 Varies
 We have a pretty low cost compared to most councils. The more primitive camp is the
least expensive. My girls used to like this camp. It is still reasonable. (10-15 per night).
But the whole camp is often shared.
 We use Camp Linden they are really reasonable
Responses are presented “as is”. They have not been edited for spelling or grammar.

